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How are we telling the story of climate change?How are we telling the story of climate change?How are we telling the story of climate change?How are we telling the story of climate change?



‘... intervention in atmospheric and climatic matters will come in a few
decades and will unfold on a scale difficult to imagine at present ...

what power over our environment, over all nature, is implied!’

‘It is too early to judge of how far Man might be capable of
regulating the future climate. But already the view of such a

possibility seems to me so grand that I cannot help thinking that
it will afford to Mankind hitherto unforeseen means of evolution.’

1901

The Independent, 2 January 2009

‘Curtailing climate change must ... become the project we put
before all others. If we fail in this task, we fail in everything else.’
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‘No matter if the science of global warming is all
phony...climate change provides the greatest opportunity

to bring about justice and equality in the world’
1998

‘Climate change is ... opening up for us ... questions about human
life and destiny, about our relationship to the planet and to each

other, about altruism and selfishness, about the place of a

‘I perversely hold out hope for humanity, not in spite of
global warming, but precisely because it confronts us with

a wake
2008

other, about altruism and selfishness, about the place of a
technological mind-set in our attitude to the world, about our

values hopes and goals, and about our obligations for the present
and for the future. These are moral and spiritual questions and

therefore theological ones.’
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Different ways of knowing ...

“... the climate change ‘activist’ world and indeed the environmental world has all
too often sought refuges in random use of apocalyptic imagery without seeking

to harness the power of narrative. Without narrative, few people are ever
moved to change or adapt. The faiths have been masters of this for centuries.’

Alliance of Religions and Conservation (2007) ARC/UNDP Programme
Statement on Climate Change

Different ways of knowing ...

Roni Horn – ‘Weather reports you’ ... The
beginning of a collective self-portrait
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Different ways of knowing ...

Erastus Salisbury Field, 1805-1900,
a so-called "primitive" painter from

rural New England

Different ways of knowing ...

The Bretherton diagram of the Earth system
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Different value systems ...

Journal for the Study of Religion, Nature and Culture
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Policy

The Guardian, February 2007

Policy-making

The linear, or technocratic, model

, February 2007



“And I think science should be the basis for decision
Politicians can only act on what we know

central ... And I would give you this piece of advice: not to provide us with
too many moving targets, because it is already a very, very complicated

Policy

too many moving targets, because it is already a very, very complicated
process. And I need your assistance to push this process in the right

direction, and in that respect I need fixed targets and certain figures
too many considerations on uncertainty and risk and things like that.”

Mr Anders Fogh Rasmussen (Danish PM), 12 March 2009 Final plenary
session of the Copenhagen Climate Change Conference

And I think science should be the basis for decision-making in this field.
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too many moving targets, because it is already a very, very complicated
process. And I need your assistance to push this process in the right

and in that respect I need fixed targets and certain figures, and not
too many considerations on uncertainty and risk and things like that.”

Mr Anders Fogh Rasmussen (Danish PM), 12 March 2009 Final plenary
session of the Copenhagen Climate Change Conference



“Experts can never provide anything but more or less uncertain knowledge and

Different modes of policy

“Experts can never provide anything but more or less uncertain knowledge and
information on the probabilities of events ...
standards of tolerance and acceptance relying on morality, cultural standards and
perceptions, which ultimately come down to the question: how do we want to live

This is a question that can never be answered by experts alone.”

Ulrich Beck, 1997 pp.23-24 ‘Global risk politics’ in

Experts can never provide anything but more or less uncertain knowledge and

Different modes of policy-making ...

Co-production model

Experts can never provide anything but more or less uncertain knowledge and
information on the probabilities of events ... all statements on risk contain built-in
standards of tolerance and acceptance relying on morality, cultural standards and
perceptions, which ultimately come down to the question: how do we want to live?

This is a question that can never be answered by experts alone.”

24 ‘Global risk politics’ in Jacobs,M. (ed.) Greening the millennium



“The emphasis on consumption, economics and
policy usually fails to engage people at any
deep level because it does not address the

narrative, the mythological, the metaphorical
or the existence of memories of past disasters
and the way out. The faiths are the holders of

Different modes of policy

and the way out. The faiths are the holders of
these areas and without them, policies will

have very few real roots ...”
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